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FIREPOINT 360

Specifications
Estimated Peak Heat Output
Max. Average Heat Output
Weight
Colour
Height
Width
Depth
Max Log Length
Min. to Combustible Walls (I) (With Heat Shield)
Min. to Combustible walls (B)
Min. Ash Hearth (C)
Min. Door Opening Ash Hearth (D)
Min. to Combustible Wall (E)
Flue Centre to Rear Wall (F)
Flue Centre to Side Wall (G)
Flue Centre to Corner Walls (H)
E
H
Min. to Combustible Walls (No Heat Shield) (A)
Emissions g/kg
H
Efficiency

Need a fire to fit a corner or small space? Choose the Bosca
Firepoint 360. Curved sides sweep down to the floor, mirroring
the circular shape of the flue.
This alternative to the traditional square box wood fire is the
smallest of the range making it ideal for rooms where space is
tight, or the fire must fit into a corner.
Wherever it is placed, your Firepoint will become the central
focus of the room. Stylish and elegant, this wood burning stove
will complement and enhance the ambience of your home.
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14Kw
7.8Kw
80kg
Black
800mm
525mm
490mm
350mm
195mm
340mm
300mm
200mm
320mm
313mm
596mm
479mm
315mm
0.9
74%

LIMIT 380

Specifications

The economically priced Limit 380 is the top selling
model in the Bosca range thanks to its excellent
efficiency rating coupled with a conventional pedestal
look and moderate size.
Despite a more conventional silhouette, the Limit’s
smart styling details and deft finishing touches ensure
this fireplace is a standout feature in any room.
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Estimated Peak Heat Output
Max. Average Heat Output
Weight
Colour
Height
Width
Depth
Max Log Length
Min. to Combustible Walls (I) (With Heat Shield)
Min. to Combustible walls (B)
Min. Ash Hearth (C)
Min. Door Opening Ash Hearth (D)
Min. to Combustible Wall (E)
Flue Centre to Rear Wall (F)
Flue Centre to Side Wall (G)
Flue Centre
to Corner Walls (H)
E
H
Min. to Combustible Walls (no Heat Shield) (A)
Emissions g/kg
Efficiency
H

17Kw
9.4Kw
98kg
Black
870mm
470mm
500mm
350mm
240mm
325mm
300mm
200mm
250mm
369mm
558mm
478mm
345mm
0.9
76%

SPIRIT 550

Specifications

Estimated Peak Heat Output
Max. Average Heat Output
Weight
The Spirit 550 is designed specially for large modern
Colour
homes that need warm air circulating through a number
Height
of rooms. This sophisticated fire takes its design cues
Width
from the top European styles, with curved sides over the
traditional square fire box.
Depth
Max Log Length
With options of stainless steel or black sides to fit the
Min. to Combustible Walls (I) (With Heat Shield)
surrounding décor, Spirit is the perfect wood fire when
looks and performance need to go hand-in-hand.
Min. to Combustible walls (B)
Min. Ash Hearth (C)
Min. Door Opening Ash Hearth (D)
Min. to Combustible Wall (E)
Flue Centre to Rear Wall (F)
Flue Centre to Side Wall (G)
Flue Centre
F A(I)
E
Hto Corner Walls (H)
Min. to Combustible Walls (no Heat Shield) (A)
Emissions g/kg
G
D Efficiency
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19Kw
10.2Kw
143kg
Black
910mm
605mm
530mm
350mm
230mm
245mm
300mm
200mm
140mm
351mm
549mm
396mm
N/A
0.9
69%

BOSCA – AN INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS
From humble kiwi beginnings in the 1970s, Bosca is now a leader on the world stage.
Originally designed and manufactured in New Zealand, word of their quality quickly spread and
by the mid 1980s a joint venture had been set up with a manufacturer in Chile. Bosca wood fires,
now fully Chilean owned, have gone on to become an international success story.
Not only are they the market leader in Chile but Bosca fires are now sold widely throughout the
USA, Canada, UK and South Africa. Bosca fires are renowned for their quality construction, clean
burn, high efficiency ratings, low emission levels and sleek European styling.
Distributed in New Zealand by Jayline – your fire place.

BOSCA WOOD FIRES ARE ...
Stylish: Bosca fires are both smart and elegant.
The traditional tin box is no longer your only
option.
Bosca’s vertical styling and sophisticated
curves give a distinct European flavour to their
design. Team you Bosca fire with a Bosca ash
hearth in either glass or black steel for a stylish
modern look.
Efficient: Bosca’s high efficiency places them
among the top wood fires available on market
today, well above the National Environmental
Standards.

Low Emission: Bosca’s revolutionary integrated
combustion plate and secondary air system
result in low emission levels, which are
friendlier for the environment. With emission
below 1.0g/kg Bosca fires are suitable for use
in almost all areas of New Zealand.
Cross-over: Bosca fires heat through a mix of
both convection and radiant heat so you get
the best of both worlds.
Long-lasting: Twice the weight of most other
wood fires, the construction quality makes
Bosca fires extremely durable.

They are made of folded steel plates fully
welded together. The surfaces are painted with
high temperature - resistant paint, specially
treated for maximum adhesion.
Bosca’s robust 25mm thick refractive fire bricks
are standard across all models, so you will
always be able to buy replacements.
Clean: A built-in ash tray is a handy and
convenient tool for use when clearing ash
from the fire.
Safe: 5mm thick ceramic glass doors are
resistant to high temperatures and heat shock,
while still allowing a good view of the interior
flames.

Easy to ignite: Keeping the ash door ajar
when lighting the fire gives a turbo effect and
reduces the chance of smoke in the room.
Easy to install: Under the Australian/
New Zealand Building Standards Bosca wood
fires do not require insulating floor protectors.
This allows the use of the much simpler, more
elegant Bosca ash hearth.
See more at www.bosca.co.nz

ASH HEARTHS

FLUES

Bosca fires do not require a full insulated hearth but they still need an ash hearth to
protect the floor and keep the fire surrounding tidy. Bosca offers pre made ash hearths for
both corner and wall installation in either 12mm smoked glass or 4mm black steel. Bosca
ash hearths can be placed directly on any floor surface such as vinyl or carpet. Bosca ash
hearths do not always butt hard up to the edges of the walls. The distance from the wall
will vary with the fire model and the installation method.

Bosca fires can be ordered with either black
painted or stainless steel flues.
When choosing the stainless steel flue you
will need to be aware that it will change colour
from the base upward as the fire is used. This
is a traditional visual effect for a wood fire.
If you want a more uniform colour, then the
black flue will be your preferred choice. Every
single skin flue shield which is black on the
outside and stainless steel inside.

Black Steel

790mm
900mm

HANDLES
Wall
Installtion
550mm

Smoked Glass

820mm

Corner
Installtion

Bosca wood stoves come with a full five-year warranty on the firebox.
Warranty conditions, installation manuals and technical specifications
are available on Bosca website:
www.bosca.co.nz

Bosca fires come standard with removable
steel handles which are also used to operate
the primary air control and open the ash tray.
A fixed, heat resistant handle is an additional
option if you prefer to have the handle
permanently affixed to the fire door.

790mm

Due to our programme of continuous improvement Specifications may change without notice.
Performance may vary from stated values depending on actual operating conditions

